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Abstract 
We determine the strong total chromatic number of the complete h-uniform hypergraph 
Kh, and the complete h-partite hypergraph K,* ............ . 
1. Introduction and results 
A hyperyraph is a pair (U, H), where ~ is a set of vertices, and H is a family of 
nonempty subsets of ~ called hyperedges, with (jEan E= Y~. We will usually refer to 
the hypergraph (~,H)  simply as H. We are interested in the following types of 
hypergraph colouring. 
• A weak vertex colourin9 is a mapping Cw : ~//~--* { 1, 2 . . . . .  i} such that the vertices of 
each hyperedge, Of cardinality at least two, receive at least two colours. 
• A stron9 vertex colourin9 is a mapping Cs:~/F-o{1,2 . . . . .  j} such that if two 
vertices v, v'eE for some hyperedge E~H then Cs(v)~C,(v'). 
• A hyperedye colourin9 is a mapping Ce : H--.{ 1, 2 . . . . .  k} such that for E, E'eH, if 
E~E'¢O then Ce(E)¢Ce(E'). The least k for which such a mapping exist is the 
chromatic index Ze(H). 
• A weak total colourin9 is a mapping C~' (Y 'wH)~{1,2  . . . . .  l} which induces 
a weak vertex colouring and a hyperedge colouring. Further, if v is in some hyperedge 
E~ H then C'~(v)~ C'~(E). The least I for which such a mapping exists is the weak total 
chromatic number Z'~(H). 
• A stron9 total colourin9 is a mapping CsT:(~wH)--*{I,2 . . . . .  m} which induces 
a strong vertex colouring and a hyperedge colouring. Further, if v is in some 
hyperedge E then Cr(V)~Cr(E). The least m for which such a mapping exists is the 
strony total chromatic number zSx(H). 
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We will also use the following definitions: 
• The degree dn(v) of a vertex v e ~ is ] {E e H: E ~ v} [. A hypergraph of maximum 
degree one is a matching. We will denote the maximum degree of all vertices of Y/" by 
A(H). 
• For integers h, n with 1 ~< h~< n the complete h-uniform hypergraph on n vertices 
K. h is the hypergraph on n vertices with hyperedges all subsets of the vertex set of 
cardinality h. 
• For integers h~>2 and nl,n2 ..... nh>~l, the complete h-partite hypergraph 
h K.,,. 2 ....... is the hypergraph with vertex set XI~oX2u '"wXh where sets Xi are 
disjoint, IXi[ = nl for i= l, 2 ..... h, and hyperedges all distinct subsets E of (.)/h= 1Xi such 
that IEc~X~[=I for i=1,2 ..... h. 
Meyer [6] determined the weak total chromatic number Z~ for the hypergraphs 
K. h and Kh .1,.2....,,,. We continue the investigation of hypergraph total colouring by 
determining the strong total chromatic number Z~r for these hypergraphs. If G is 
a hypergraph whose hyperedges are of cardinality at most two, i.e. a graph, then weak 
total colourings and strong total colourings of G both correspond to the classical 
notion of total colourings (see [2]). For general hypergraphs strong total colourings 
have the attraction over the weak total colourings tudied by Meyer that they are 
self-dual. Thus, a strong total colouring of hypergraph H gives us immediately 
a strong total colouring of the dual H* (see [3]). Consequences of this self-duality are 
explored further in [4, 5]. 
Our results are as follows. 
Theorem 1. Let n, h be integers with 2 <% h <<. n. Then 
h n - I  z~(K.)+h=(h-1)+h 
X~r(K*") = ~ Ze(K h.) = (~'I~/~j 1 
if n-= 0 (mod h), 
if n ~ 0 (mod h). 
Theorem 2. Let h >>.2 and nl, n 2 . . . . .  nh~ 1 be integers with nl ~n2 ~ "" ~n h, and let 
k=max{i: ni=nx}. Then 
s K h _ h ZT( ............ )--Ze( K ............ )+k=n2na...nh+k 
We compare these results with those of [6]. 
Theorem 3 (Meyer [6]). Let n, h be integers with 2 <% h <% n. Then 
"ze(Kh)+2=(~,,~)+2 if n-0(modh),  
z~(K~)= . ,Kh, ~- (~,) -] 
.Zet .,--[ ~]~-~[ if n~O(modh). 
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Thus for n ~0(mod h) we strengthen Meyer's result. For n =0(mod h) our proof 
technique can be used to simplify the proof of Meyer's result. 
Theorem 4 (Meyer [6]). Let h >~2 and nl,n2 ... . .  nh >~ l be integers with 
nl <~n2 <~... <~nh . Then 
ZT( K~r h. . . . . .  . . . . . .  tn2ns . . .nh+l  if n l<nh 
)=tnzns . . .nh+2 if nl=nh. 
Again a small modification of our proof yields a new proof of Meyer's result. 
2. The  va lue  o f  Z~r(K~) 
Throughout this section let n, h be integers with 2 ~< h ~< n. We will need the following 
lemma of Baranyai. 
Lemma 1 (Baranyai [1]). Let A =(aij) be a p × q matrix of nonnegative integers. Let 
% r2 . . . . .  rvc{ 1, 2 . . . . .  n} satisfy 
aij = (i= 1, 2 .. . . .  p). 
j= 1 ri 
Then there exists a family (His) of sets of subsets of ~U= {1,2 ..... n} such that 
IHijl=alj (i= 1,2 . . . . .  p , j=  1,2 . . . . .  q), 
q 
- " ( i=1 ,2 ,  , U HI j -K .  . . . ,p) 
j - - I  
and if" H j = UV= 1 His, then 
In particular if the weighted column sums ~= 1 aljrj are at most n for each j then the 
hypergraphs H j will be matchings, so we obtain a hyperedge colouring of H= Ui jHi j  
using q colours. 
Proof. See [3] or [13. [] 
• s h ~ n -1  Lemma 2. I f  n =- 0 (rood h) then ZT(K.) ~ (h- 1) + h. 
Proof. Let n=kh. Every pair of vertices of K h is contained in some hyperedge, so 
n distinct colours are required to colour the vertices. Each of these n colours can be 
used to colour at most (k -1 )  hyperedges. Suppose that we have a strong total 
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colouring of Kh. using Z colours. Then, since each of the (~,) hyperedges must be 
coloured, 
So 
(~)<~n(k -1)+(z -n )k  
=(z -h )k .  
z -~+h= 1 +h. [] 
Lemma 3. I f  n -  0 (rood h) then s a , -  1 ZT(Kn)~(h-1)+h. 
Proof. We will use Baranyai's lemma. Let n = kh. Let A be the 2 x ((7,--~)+ h)matrix 
( 1 1 ... 1 0 0 - . .  Ok) 
(k - l )  (k - I )  ... (k - l )  k k ... ' 
where the first column occurs n times, so the row sums are n and (~,). Then Baranyai's 
lemma tells us that there is a hyperedge colouring of the hypergraph, obtained by 
adding a loop to each vertex of K, h, using (~,_- ~) + h colours. By construction, each loop 
receives a different colour. Giving each vertex v the colour of the loop containing 
v gives us a strong total colouring of K~. [] 
Lemma 4. / fn~0(modh)  then ~ h zT(K.)=zo(Kh.)=F ("h)/L n/ h J 7. 
Proof. Let k =Ln/h J  and let q =F ("h)/kT" The theorem follows from Baranyai's lemma 
by letting A be the 2 x q matrix 
(~ , -.. 1 0 0 ... 0 0 ) 
k -.. k k k ... k ( (~) - (q -1 )k )  ' 
where the first column occurs n times. As in Lemma 3 this gives us a strong total 
colouring of K~ using q colours. Now note that 
h s h q<.zo(K,)<~zx(K,).<q. [] 
Lemmas 2-4 complete the proof of Theorem 1. 
3. The value of s h ZT( g ... . . . . . . . . .  ) 
Throughout this section let (lV',H) be the hypergraph h Knl ,n2,  ... ,nh" 
Lemma 5. Let h>/2 and nl, n2,...,nh>~l be integers with nl <~n2<~...<.nh, and let 
s h >. k =max {i: n i=nl  }. Then ZT(K .. . .  2 ....... )~n2n3""nh + k. 
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Proof. Given a strong total colouring C: (~wH)~% v~V and ~cg,  define 
ac(v, oo=~l if C(v)#a and for all E~v, C(Et#2, 
10 otherwise, 
i.e. ac(v, ~) is the indicator variable for the event that colour ~ is absent from vertex v. 
Assume that C : (~  u H)~Cg is a strong total colouring of K h ............ with I~] = ~. 
Note that for Ucz(X lk - )X2k . . ) ' "k - )Xk) ,  dH(V)-~n2n3""nh, since [X, J=JXzl  
. . . . .  IXkl=nl. So, for v~(Xx u Xz~ ""~ Xk), 
ac(v, ~) = z- - (du(v)+ 1)= x--(n2n3 ""nn+ 1). 
Now let i~ { 1,2 .. . . .  k} and let ~ be a colour which appears on some vertex of Xi. No 
vertex of Xj for j  :#i can receive colour 2. Also, if there are r~ vertices coloured ~ in X~, 
then at most ni-r ,  hyperedges of H can be coloured 2. Thus, for 1 4j<~k, j#i ,  
~x j  ac(v, ~) >~ r,. Let Ci _~cg be the set of colours appearing on vertices of X~. Arguing 
thus for all colours of C~ we see that 
~, ~ ac(v,~)>~ni=na (i, j~{1,2 ..... k}, i#j) .  
~eC, w Xj 
Since C,, C2 .. . . .  Ck are pairwise disjoint, we have in particular, for X,, 
k 
Z 2 ac(v,~)>~2 2 ac(v,~)>~(k-1)nl. 
~t~ veX1 i - 2 aeCi ve Xt 
So there must be some vertex v* in Xa with Z~,ac(v*,ct)>~k-l, thus 
E ac(v*'~)=z--(nEn3 ""nh+ ll>~k-- 1 
¢tEc~ 
and 
Z.>/n2na...nh +k  
as required. [] 
Lemma 6. Let h, nx,n2, ...,nh, k be as in Lemma 5. Then Z~r(Kh~,n 2 ........ )~n2n3 ...nh + k. 
Proof. We define a colouring using n2n3.., nh+ k colours: 
C:C//'uH)~{1,2 ..... k}u{(iz, i3 ..... ih): O<,ij<~na--l,,j=2,3 ..... h}. 
For i = 1, 2 . . . . .  h, number the vertices of Xi with 0, 1 . . . . .  ni-  I. Identify a hyperedge 
with the h-tuple of the numbers associated with its vertices. Then for hyperedge 
E ~ (x~, x2 .. . . .  xh), where xl is the label of a vertex of Xi for i=  1,2 .... .  h, let 
C(E) = (xa + X2 (mod n2),  x I + x3 (mod n3) . . . . .  X 1 + x~ (mod nh)); 
for i = 1,2 . . . . .  k, let 
C(v)=i for veXi, 
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and for vEXj, k+ 1 <~j<~h, where v is numbered x, let C(v) be the (h - 1)-tuple given by 
_~'(0,0 . . . . .  0 ,x_+nl(modnj) ,  1, 1 . . . . .  1) if x+nl ~0(modn j ) ,  
C (v ) -  ~.(1, 1 . . . . .  1,x+nl(modnj), 0,0 . . . . .  0) if x+na-O(modnj). 
Here the ( j -1 ) th  entry of each bracket is underlined. 
We show that this is a strong total colouring of K h ........... Now if vi e Xi and vje Xj 
for i¢ j  then C(vi)¢C(vj). If v is in hyperedge E,--~(xl,x2 ..... Xh) then either 
(1) v~(X1 uX2w ... ~Xk), when C(v)¢C(E), or 
(2) vsXj for some j~{k+l ,k+2 . . . . .  h}. Suppose v is numbered xj. Then 
C(E)=(  .... xl +xj(modn~), ...) for some Xl where 0~<Xl ~<nx - 1. However, C(v)= 
( .... nl +x j (mod nj), ...), and xx <n l  <nj ,  so C(v)#C(E). 
If, for distinct hyperedges E1 ~ (Xl, x2 . . . . .  Xh) and E2 ~ (Yl, Y2 ..... Yh), EI c~ E2 ¢0, 
then either 
(1) xl=yl ,  but for somejs{2 ,3  ..... h}, xjv~y~, or 
(2) xl -¢Yl, but for some jE{2, 3 .. . . .  h}, xj=yj. 
In either case 
C(E1) = ( .... xl + x j (mod nj), ...)# C(E2)=( .... Yx + yj (mod nj), ...). 
Thus C is a strong total colouring of K ,  h .......... , using n2n3 ...nh+k colours. 
Lemmas 5 and 6 complete the proof  of Theorem 2. 
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